Hi everyone. We're The Economist's data team. We gather, analyse and visualise data for The Economist and produce data-driven journalism. Over the past year we've created many coronavirus trackers, a risk estimator and most recently an excess-mortality model, and we've seen the interest in our work skyrocket. We can answer questions about anything relating to data journalism at The Economist. All of our work can be found on the website here or you can follow us on Twitter for updates. For more exclusive insights, sign up for our free weekly newsletter.

Proof: https://twitter.com/ECONdailycharts/status/1394666569599438851?s=20

The AMA is still in progress

We're The Economist's data team. Ask us anything! is still ongoing! After the AMA is finished it will be permanently archived, assigned a digital object identifier (DOI), and formatted as a white paper.

To publish your own ideas and research, sign up here! We bring traditional scholarly publishing tools (DOI & permanent archival) to blogs, essays, grants, protocols, how-to's, essays, and other media, including reddit AMAs, because scholarly communication doesn't just happen in scholarly journals.

Support archival of this AMA